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Abstract. A new generation of Multislice Computed Tomography (MSCT) scan-
ners, which allows a complete heart coverage and offers new perspectives for
cardiac kinetic evaluation, is becoming widely available. A new method has been
developed for the left ventricle motion analysis from dynamic MSCT images. It is
based on a 3D surface matching process applied to left cavity volumes. It provides
3D velocity fields which can express contraction or expansion movements. First
results obtained on real data show that MSCT imaging could be of great clinical
interest for cardiac applications.

1 Introduction

The recent significant advances of spiral computed tomography, with the introduction
of ultra-fast rotating gantries (-0.5s/tr-) along with multi-rows detectors, allow a huge
progress toward the imaging of moving organs providing higher spatial and temporal
resolutions. Non-rigid motion extraction methods are classified into three types: geo-
metric or parametric deformable models, optical flow estimation and feature matching
methods. Some of them have been applied in cardiac imaging [1,2,3], but nothing has
been done for MSCT.

We propose a first method to extract elastic motion from cardiac human MSCT
images. This approach is based on local 3D surface feature matching, under global
constraints. First results obtained on real data show the great potential of this new imaging
system for cardiac motion evaluation in non invasive imaging.

2 Method and Results

The proposed approach is based on surface primitive matching. It estimates local motion
with global constraints providing 3D displacement vectors between two surfaces (cor-
responding to times t and t + 1) previously extracted by a 3D region growing [4]. This
process requires to define: (1) the entities and their descriptive parameters; (2) the energy
function for local feature matching; (3) the global matching process. The entities chosen
have to regularly describe the whole surface, to be easily accessible and to enable the
computation of descriptive parameters. Taking this into account, mesh nodes have been
considered as entities. The mean curvature computed on the local geometry of the nodes
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has highlighted a spatial and temporal coherence and so has been retained as the main
descriptive parameter. The energy function defined to match two nodes is composed
of two terms: a data term (based on descriptive parameters and euclidian distance), a
regularization term (based on the coordinates of a node, of its neighbours, and of their
respective corresponding nodes) which allows to preserve spatio-temporal coherence.
A simulated annealing is used to locally minimize the weighted summation of that two
energy terms resulting in a global optimization of the correspondences.

Fig. 1. Surface visualization
(left anterior view)

Fig. 2. Extracted motion
(diastole)

Fig. 3. Extracted motion
(systole)

This method has been tested with one temporal database acquired by a Siemens
SOMATOM PLUS 4 - VZ with ten volumes representing a whole cardiac cycle. The
motion extraction process has been applied to two consecutive endocardial surfaces
(previously smoothed (cf. Fig.1)) resulting in a set of displacement vectors defined at
each surface node. From this 3D velocity field, some descriptive parameters related to
cardiac kinetics can be extracted. As illustration, Fig.2 and 3 show the motion amplitude
and direction corresponding to the beginning of main cardiac phases (contraction/null
or very small/expansion movements are respectively represented with white/grey/black
colour). These first results show coherence between motion extracted and physiological
information, and highlight the issue of contractile function evaluation.

3 Conclusion

A first solution has been proposed for the 3D motion extraction of the left ventricle in
cardiac MSCT images. Our approach is applied on extracted volumes and provides first
3D velocity fields for the left cavity surface. These displacement vectors can represent
accurate informations related to contraction and expansion movements.These first results
confirm the great potential of MSCT imaging for cardiac applications.
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